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Maritime Spatial Planning and co-location 

Increased activities in Europe’s marine waters have led 

to growing spatial demands and therefore growing 

competition between sea users. Maritime Spatial 

Planning (MSP) is key to enhancing offshore wind 

(OW) development and improving cross-sectoral 

cooperation with nature, aquaculture, fishing, energy, 

military, tourism, and transport – and thus minimising 

spatial conflicts. Furthermore, Governments can allow 

different activities to carry on alongside wind farms, 

including nature protection and restoration.  

In 2022 EU Member States have submitted their first 

round of Maritime Spatial Plans (MSP) as mandated 

under the MSP Directive (2014/89/EU). Altogether 

these plans have allocated more than 220 GW of OW 

capacity across 16 Member States1, enough to reach 

Europe’s current 2030 offshore wind ambitions. 

However, many uses for OW farms are still not spelt 

out explicitly in most of the MSPs, except for Belgium, 

Germany, and the Netherlands. All Member States will 

revise their MSPs before 2030. They will have to 

confirm the current areas and start screening others 

for the post-2030 phase. This should be done in parallel 

to the definition of Maritime Protected Areas (30% of 

the sea under protection rules, according to the 

Biodiversity Strategy) and nature restoration areas. To 

this end, Member States should prioritise exploring 

co-location and multi-use options to solve spatial 

conflicts and increase the functionality of the sea.  

 
1 “Offshore Wind in EU maritime Spatial Plans”, WindEurope 
(September 2022)  

 

Maritime planning should boost synergies across 

activities at sea, rather than creating a patchwork of 

single-use areas. 

Offshore wind coexisting with biodiversity  

Wind farms can have both positive and negative 

impacts on the environment. They can offer multiple 

avenues to protect and restore ecosystems and to 

enhance biodiversity. Their adverse impacts need to be 

carefully avoided, mitigated, or compensated during 

the permitting phase, through to construction, 

operation and decommissioning.  

According to EU nature legislation, wind energy can be 

developed in or next to Maritime Protected Areas, 

provided that the Appropriate Assessment is done in 

line with European and national legislation and there 

are no significant impacts on the local ecosystems.  

The European Commission’s guidance document 

“Wind energy developments and EU Nature 

Legislation2” helps to interpret the EU Birds and 

Habitats Directive. It gives practical examples of how 

project approval can be facilitated - without 

compromising nature protection needs - through 

strategic planning, usingf solid environmental data, 

and suitable mitigation measures, among others. In 

addition, offshore wind farms can become restoration 

areas when designed to include active restoration 

measures.  

 

2 The guidance document was published with the EC’s Offshore 
Renewable Energy Startegy (and it’s available HERE) 

• Maritime Spatial Planning can improve cross-sectoral cooperation and multi-use of the sea space. 

• The offshore wind sector is committed to environmental protection. 

• Wind energy can contribute to and coexist with nature conservation and restoration objectives. 

• Offshore wind brings opportunities to restore ecosystems and enhance positive effects on biodiversity. 

 

https://proceedings.windeurope.org/biplatform/rails/active_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--16db27f9185c98583af0307e0634d3fdf5caa699/220913%20Briefing%20on%20MSP%20-%20final.pdf?content_type=application%2Fpdf&disposition=inline%3B+filename%3D%22220913+Briefing+on+MSP+-+final.pdf%22%3B+filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27220913%2520Briefing%2520on%2520MSP%2520-%2520final.pdf
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/2b08de80-5ad4-11eb-b59f-01aa75ed71a1
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Environmental protection  

The MSP Directive has worked well already to de-risk 

projects and ensure environmental impacts are taken 

into account in the early planning stage of projects. In 

fact, the Directive requires all plans to undergo a 

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA), which is a 

macro-environmental, economic, and social 

assessment of all activities at sea. The SEA supports 

regulators by providing a preliminary indication of the 

potential impacts and mitigation approaches.  

Each wind farm then has to undergo a site-specific 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), which lays 

out the potential negative impacts and how to avoid, 

mitigate, or compensate for them. The population-

based approach to species protection mandated by 

EU legislation is critical to finding the best mitigation 

and compensation measures for large offshore wind 

projects. In fact, this approach is vital when considering 

the cumulative impacts of multiple offshore wind 

projects and allowing for off-site compensation 

measures, which might be most effective. The goal is 

to have projects delivered successfully and with 

limited permitting risk while ensuring a positive 

impact on the species population.  

The EIA usually takes two years and, in most 

countries, is the responsibility of project developers. 

Furthermore, the wind industry takes an active part in 

researching the environmental impacts of its wind 

farms together with local authorities and scientists, 

and often makes results publicly available. Examples 

include research on birds, fish communities, dolphins, 

and harbour porpoise. This experience allows the 

industry to develop advanced models for assessing 

population effects of any disturbances on biodiversity.  

During construction offshore wind farm developers can 

use different technologies, e.g., bubble curtains, to 

limit sound emissions generated form piling, helping to 

mitigate disturbances to marine life. Innovative 

alternatives known as Gentle Pile Driving are being 

developed to further lower sound levels. Any 

disruption during construction is temporary and the 

fish often return to wind farms in greater numbers as 

the wind farms act as an artificial reef.  

 
3 Examples in the Dutch North Sea for seals (link) and harbour 
porpoise (link and link). And UK and Germany (link) 

This has been demonstrated through long-term 

monitoring programmes, for example in Denmark and 

in Belgium.  

Wind project developers also take extra measures, 

where needed, to protect biodiversity during wind 

farm operation.  They use technology to detect and 

deter birds and bats; and in some cases, even stopping 

the turbines from spinning at certain times to prevent 

collisions. During this phase, environmental impacts 

must be carefully monitored, as per by the EIA 

Directive. This allows operators to manage potential 

negative impacts and ensure compliance with 

environmental permits. Monitoring can be done 

separately for each wind farm, where project owners 

perform their own analysis. For example, Orsted and 

DHI developed a detailed “Bat and Bird monitoring 

guidance” (2023) that has diverse geographical 

applications. Monitoring can also be centralised, where 

a Government authority carries out this task for all 

wind farms. This is the case with Belgium’ Offshore 

Wind Monitoring Programme, WinMon.be.       

Biodiversity enhancement  

Once built each wind turbine can support up to 4 

metric tons of shellfish that attract other marine 

wildlife. This leads to a healthy marine ecosystem that 

may not have been as abundant or productive pre-

construction. As a result, larger sea mammals including 

seals and Harbour Porpoise can thrive in offshore wind 

farms.3 A Dutch study found more porpoise activity in 

the operational wind farm area than in reference areas 

outside the wind farm, which is most likely linked to 

increased food availability, the exclusion of fisheries, 

and reduced vessel traffic4.  

However, there are a several measures today that can 

enhance these positive impacts and can help seabed 

and local ecosystems recover even more quickly. 

When these are combined with all necessary 

avoidance, mitigation, and compensation measures, 

wind farms can deliver net-positive impacts for 

biodiversity. For example, the sector is involved in eco-

designing scour protection systems and other offshore 

infrastructure (e.g., cables) that support benthic and 

reef ecosystems.  

4 Lindeboom et al. (2011) Short-term ecological effects of an 
offshore wind farm in the Dutch coastal zone  

https://group.vattenfall.com/uk/contentassets/1b23f720f2694bd1906c007effe2c85a/aowfl_aberdeen_seabird_study_final_report_20_february_2023.pdf
http://c/Users/Mattia.Cecchinato/Downloads/owez_r_264_t1_20121215_final_report_fish_4222.pdf
https://group.vattenfall.com/uk/contentassets/c65a13553f864f599431d69c8c6a57b4/bottlenose-dolphin-monitoring---final-report-2021.pdf
https://www.informatiehuismarien.nl/publish/pages/113881/owez_r_253_t1_20120202_harbour_porpoises_4219.pdf
https://depons.eu/
https://depons.eu/
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/6/3/035101/meta
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/6/2/025102
https://www.informatiehuismarien.nl/publish/pages/113881/owez_r_253_t1_20120202_harbour_porpoises_4219.pdf
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25927-hungry-seals-tour-offshore-wind-farms-looking-for-food/#:~:text=There's%20a%20new%20hunting%20ground,the%20North%20Sea%20with%20GPS.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277572086_Long-term_effects_of_an_offshore_wind_farm_in_the_North_Sea_on_fish_communities
https://odnature.naturalsciences.be/downloads/mumm/windfarms/winmon_report_2019_final.pdf
https://www.dhigroup.com/upload/publications/2023/bat-and-bird-monitoring-guidance.pdf
https://www.dhigroup.com/upload/publications/2023/bat-and-bird-monitoring-guidance.pdf
http://winmon.be/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2017/09/22/149001/first-evidence-that-offshore-wind-farms-are-changing-the-oceans/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2017/09/22/149001/first-evidence-that-offshore-wind-farms-are-changing-the-oceans/
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/6/3/035101/meta
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/6/3/035101/meta
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These Nature Inclusive Designs (NID) act as a catalyst 

for biodiversity.  But positive impacts can go beyond 

the wind turbine-level, e.g., when natural reef 

structures are placed between turbines. When these 

options are implemented with the objective of 

protecting, sustainably managing, and restoring 

nature, they are called Nature Based Solutions (NbS).   

For example, oyster reef cultures actively improve 

seabed conditions, increase water quality through 

filtration and boost local ecosystem services, 

including food production5. These solutions are being 

tested in the Dutch North Sea, where flat oysters were 

once abundant but very scarce today due to 

overfishing. The Rich North Sea has several oyster-

related projects ongoing including at the Eneco 

Luchterduinen, Gemini, and Blauwwind offshore wind 

farms.  And commercial aquaculture applications of 

oyster reef’s regeneration are also promising. The 

UNITED project, with the support of Ghent University 

and other partners, has tested, among others, flat 

oyster aquaculture. Other applications include blue 

mussels and seaweed cultures. The latter is 

particularly promising, including for sequester CO2 

from the atmosphere. The first commercial project, a 

collaboration of Amazon Right Now Climate Fund and 

North Sea Farmers in the Netherlands, invested €1.5 M 

to construct a 10-hectare seaweed farm, which is 

expected to produce at least 6,000 kg of fresh seaweed 

in its first year (2024).  

There are also promising solutions for more complex 

species. The Rich North Sea is testing fish hotels 

attached to Hollandse Kust Noord high voltage station. 

These allow small fish to enter keeping predatory fish 

out, thus providing shelter and safe foraging for small 

fish. And Orsted is planning to build artificial nesting 

structures for kittiwake, a vulnerable bird species, on 

the coast of North East England and East Suffolk. Each 

structure will have approximately 500 nesting spaces 

to introduce new chicks into the population. Another 

example is Vattenfall’s Ray wind farm, where measures 

for restoring blanket bog habitats helped to boost the 

Merlin (Falco columbarius) population: 23 chicks have 

fledged at Ray Wind Farm since 2017.   

 
5 Walles B. et al (2018) Offshore Wind Farms as Potential Locations for Flat 
Oyster Restoration in the Dutch NS.  

Conclusions 

Scientific research can support regulators in dealing 

with the knowledge gaps in the permitting processes of 

offshore wind. Sound evidence on environmental 

impacts resulting from real life monitoring or research 

programmes would allow regulators to take a different 

approach to applying the precautionary principle and 

to propose measures that are cost-effective and 

tailored to site-specific conditions. 

Positive effects and synergies between wind farms 

developments and national conservation strategies 

should be promoted and integrated into offshore 

wind auctions through non-price criteria. Ecological 

criteria reward companies for the investments they’ve 

already made in biodiversity protection and that they 

want to make. And they incentivise innovation in 

biodiversity protection. They show that renewables 

and biodiversity protection go hand in hand.  

Coexistence with nature should be done in 

accordance with environmental principles and 

following a sound cumulative impact assessment. The 

industry is ready to deploy these solutions at 

commercial scale and some major wind farm 

developers have already committed to deploy net-

positive biodiversity wind farms by 2030.  

National plans must spell which options are possible, 

based on dialogue with stakeholders and socio-

economic aspects.  Governments should facilitate and 

encourage dialogue between sectors with the aim of 

encouraging synergies among different sectors. 

More collaboration would result in a better 

understanding of which solutions apply across 

countries with different cultures, traditions, and 

geographies. 

https://www.derijkenoordzee.nl/en/
https://www.derijkenoordzee.nl/en/location/eneco-luchterduinen
https://www.derijkenoordzee.nl/en/location/eneco-luchterduinen
https://www.derijkenoordzee.nl/en/location/gemini
https://www.derijkenoordzee.nl/en/location/blauwwind
https://www.h2020united.eu/pilots/2-uncategorised/42-offshore-wind-and-flat-oyster-aquaculture-restoration-in-belgium
https://www.aboutamazon.eu/news/sustainability/introducing-the-worlds-first-commercial-scale-seaweed-farm-located-between-offshore-wind-turbines%60
https://renewables-grid.eu/activities/best-practices/database.html?detail=232&cHash=27d024210eb6dd53fc50c9832076f639
https://hornseaproject3.co.uk/kittiwake-compensation
https://hornseaproject3.co.uk/kittiwake-compensation
https://group.vattenfall.com/uk/newsroom/pressreleases/2023/britains-smallest-bird-of-prey-continues-to-thrive-at-ray-wind-farm
https://group.vattenfall.com/uk/newsroom/pressreleases/2023/britains-smallest-bird-of-prey-continues-to-thrive-at-ray-wind-farm
https://www.researchgate.net/journal/2071-1050_Sustainability
https://www.researchgate.net/journal/2071-1050_Sustainability

